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INTRODUCTION

In 1947 a paper was published by LEBRET in which the author
examined among other things the recoveries of Teal (Anas crecca crecca

Linnaeus) which had been ringed in the Nethe:rlands. Since then the
number of recoveries has increased tenfold. This enabled us to test the
conclusions at which LEBRET had a:r:rived and to develop some new
points of view. The conclusions reached by LEBRET, which were of
importance for our own investigation, may be summarized as follows.

1. The Teal wintering in western Europe, breed in Scandinavia, the Baltic
Provinces and Northern Russia.

2. These Teal migrate by way of a "bottle-neck" formed by the area of
the Danish, German and Dutch Frisian Islands, where a halt is made, to
parts of Europe which are situated further to the west and southwest.

3. In the area in which they winter, weather-conditions may cause move
ments over comparatively large distances.

4. In spring, when they return to their breeding area, they migrate in a
broad front.

We ourselves have tried to determine as accurately as possible the
movements which in the course of the year are ca:r:ried out by the Teal
passing through the Nethe:rlands in autumn and winter and by those
wintering in this country. We have tried to determine as exactly as
possible the area in which these Teal are breeding, and to compare this
area with the breeding areas of Teal ringed in England and France. We
also tried to determine the area in which these Teal are moulting. We
have investigated the route along which the autumn migration of the
Teals passing through this country, takes place, and paid special atten
tion to the question whether this migration is confined to the "bottle
neck" mentioned by LEBRET, and the presence or absence of a temporary
interruption of the migration. This was the more desirable as we received
from the period in which, according to LEBRET, this halt would be
found, a comparatively large number of recoveries which pointed in the
direction of an uninterrupted migration. We also tried to determine
with greater precision the situation of the winterquarters of the Teal
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which pass through the Netherlands, and we have looked also for a
correlation between the movements of these birds in the area in which
they winter, and some of the weather-conditions. Spring migration too
was studied in more detail. An interesting problem is offered by the
difference in the migration pattern found between males and females.
Especially by analysing the numbers of the birds that were caught, we
have tried to find out whether there is a difference between the sexes in
the time in which they are migrating and in the place where they are
wintering. Finally we have collected data with regard to the migration
behaviour of the Teal that are breeding in the Netherlands.

In 1962 ringing of Teal in the Netherlands was, for various motives,
temporarily stopped. For this reason the results of our analysis of the
data which up to that moment had been collected, would also be
decisive for the question whether ringing of this species should be
resumed in the Netherlands or not.
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DATA

From the moment at which in the Netherlands a beginning was made
with the ringing of birds until the end of 1961,27.424 Teal were ringed;
nearly 95 per cent of these ringings were carried out after 1946. Until
the end of 1962 4.717 recoveries were reported. In these figures are
included some tenths of Teal ringed as nestlings, and of the latter 12
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TABLE 1

[Ardea 54

RECOVERY DETAILS OF TEAL RINGED IN THE NETHERLANDS UNTIL 1961
Total number of recoveries 4265

Unknown
Shot
Caught and released byringingstation (chiefly duck decoys)
Caught and killed in duck-decoys
Caught, but not in duck-decoys
Found dead
Found in poulterers' shop

oOther causes

5,44%
75,00%

7,61%
4,28%
2,11%
2,11%
1,31%
2,14%

100,00%

were recovered. For many years large numbers were ringed in the duck
decoys at Piaam and Giethoorn and in the Naardermeer, and smaller
numbers in the decoys at Wanneperveen and 0 at Breukelen-St. Pieters.
During the last few years, moreover, considerable numbers of Teal were
ringed in the decoys at De Koog, Haarsteeg, Capelle and on the Hofmans
plaat in the southern part of the Biesbosch. In the following pages the
decoys in which ringing was carried out, will be called ringing dect:!Ys.
The longitude and latitude of the places where they are found, are given
in Table 2. In some other decoys too Teal were ringed, but these were
only few in number. The catching season ranges from July to some
where in April, but the greater part of the haul was obtained from the
beginning of August to the end of December. The percentage of
recoveries of the Teal which up to the end of 1960 had been ringed in
the Netherlands, amounted to 18 per cent (4.265 on a total of 23.494).

The ringed Teal recovered in decoys have, as a rule, not been used for
the calculation of the various averages (see below), as these decoys are
found only in a special region, viz. in the near vicinity of the North Sea.
For this reason in most cases only the figures of the ringed Teal that
had been shot, were taken into account. In case other recoveries have
been used, this is always expressly stated. A survey of the various kinds
of recoveries is given in Table 1.

All recoveries which had been reported up to the end of 1960, have
been taken into account; recoveries from 1961 and 1962 have only
exceptionally been included, and if so, this is always expressly indicated.
The recoveries of the Biological Station La Tour du Va/at (about 5.000)
were studied up to the end of 1962. The handling of the large number of
Dutch recoveries was greatly facilitated by the fact that they were
available in the form of punch cards (according to the system described
in PERDECK 1958).
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SHOOTING AND SHOOTING SEASON

As three quarters of the total number of recoveries were obtained from shot
birds, it seemed advisable to use only these figures for our calculations. This
procedure has the following advantages:

1. a certain uniformity in the circumstances in which the birds were recovered;
2. the large number of the recoveries;
3. the fact that these recoveries supply us with information on the whereabouts

of living, and as a rule, healthy individuals and, in most cases, on the exact date up
to which the bird was still alive.

However, there are also some disadvantages, viz.

1. the shooting season differs in the various countries in length as well as in the
opening and closing dates;

2. on account of local customs the number of hunters varies in the course of the
season;

3. the number of hunters per unit of area differs from place to place, and
4. the birds are possibly more often shot in the autumn of their first year than

afterwards (LEBRET 1947, BOYD 1957), and drakes are more often shot than ducks
(BoYD 1957).

With regard to the length and the beginning and end of the shooting
season in the various countries and in the various years we have tried to
collect as much data as possible. Information was received from the late
Mr. H. H. BurSMAN, from Messrs. M. GONZALES Dmz, H. J, A. DE REUVER

and Prof. A. ToscHI, from the Schweizerischer Bund fur Naturschutz, the Union
des Federations departementales cotieres des chasseurs, the Koninklijke Nederlandse
Jagersvereniging, and the International Wildfowl Research Bureau, to all of which
I tender my best thanks. In this way we obtained the following survey of the
shooting seasons, which covers nearly all the countries of Europe.

U.S.S.R.: Shooting seems to be practised everywhere in spring. TEPLOV & KAR

TESHEV (1958) mention that in the surroundings of Ryazan the season is closed from
a date in the beginning of May (2nd to 5th) to the end of July (in 1954 to the 15th
August). In spring the shooting of female birds seems to be prohibited everywhere
in Russia.

Finland: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 20th August to the end of
November:

Sweden: In 1955 the shooting season lasted in the southern part of the country from
the 1st August to the 15th November, in the central part from the 11th August to
the 15th November, and in the northern part from the 21st August to the 15th
November.

~Norway: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 21st August to the 23rd
December.

Denmark: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 1st August to the end of
December.

Iceland: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 1st September to the end of
October. ~

Poland: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 1st September to the end of
December.

East Germany: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 1st August to the end
of December.

West Germany: In 1955 the shooting season lasted from the 16th August to the end
of December.

Netherlands: Since the second world war the shooting season lasted from the be
ginning or from the middle of August to the end of January, and in the decoys
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catching was permitted during the same period. In the thirties the shooting season
lasted from the end of July or the beginning of August to a date round the 10th
February, whereas the catching in the decoys began at about the same time, but often
went on to the end of February, and up to 1938 the decoys along the River Maas in
North Brabant were permitted to continue their work a fortnight longer.

Belgium: In the period 1955-56 the shooting season lasted from the 21st July to
the end of February.

Luxembourg: In the period 1955-56 the shooting season lasted from the 3rd Sep
tember to the end of February.

Switzerland: In part of the cantons the shooting season 1962-63 lasted from the
1st September to the end of January; in the other ones from the 1st September to
the 15th February.

Austria: The shooting season 1955-56 lasted from the 1st August to the end of
February; in Btirgenland and in Oberosterreich from the 16 August to the 15th
February.

Italy: The shooting season lasts, as a rule, from the second half of August to the
end of April, but the dates vary from year to year and from province to province.

Northern Ireland: The shooting season lasts from the 1st September to the end of
January.

Ireland: The shooting season 1955-56 lasted from the 12th August to the end of
February; the shooting seasons from 1957-58 up to that of 1962-63 from the 1st
September to the 12th February.

Great Britain: Up to the end of 1953 the shooting season lasted from the 12th
August to the end of January (ANDREWS et al. 1950); since 1954 in the interior from
the 1st September to the end of January and along the coast below the average high
water line from the 1st September to the 20th February (SEDGWICK et al. 1961).

France: Since the thirties the shooting season lasted from the 15th July to the end
of March. In various southern and eastern departments, however, it begins at a later
date, viz. on the 1st August, the 14th August or the 1st September (Bouches du
Rhone, herein the Camargue is included). In 1956 shooting was prohibited from the
1st to the 15th March.

Spain: From 1945 to the end of 1948 the shooting season lasted from the first Sun
day in September to the first Sunday in April. From 1949 to the end of 1955 it lasted
from the 20th September to the 1st April, and from 1956 to the end of 1962 from the
end of September or the beginning of October to the 1st March.

STATISTICAL METHODS

The following statistical methods were used in order to test the results
of the observations as to their reliability, viz. the HOTELLING T-test (RAO 1952)
for the differences in place in two dimensional clouds of points; the WILCOXON
test (DE lONGE 1958) and various X2 tests, whereas for calculating the corre
lation the rank correlation methods of KENDALL and of SPEARMAN were
applied (DE lONGE 1958). A hypothesis was rejected in favour of an alternative
one if the chance ofagreement with the observed values was less than 5 per cent.

In order to obtain a more easily surveyable arrangement we have, at a few
occasions, made use of the average geographical position of the coordinates
of the recoveries. In thes~ cases the average longitude and latitude were
calculated of all recoveries under the same circumstances and during the same
period. Then the radius of the area of which according to statistics we may
assume that it contains 90 per cent of the population (rp) was calculated with
use of the standard deviation. To this end use was made of the equation

rp = 1.25 X Sp = 1.25 X VS21at. + S21ong.

in which Sp is the standard deviation of the average position of the area in
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FIGURE 1. Breeding area of Teal migrating in autumn through the Netherlands.
Asteriks: ringing places of Teal ringed as pullus outside the Netherlands, and

recovered within one year up to January 16th from within the Netherlands.
Dots: recoveries between 21 May and 16 June of Teal ringed in the Netherlands

between 1 August and 30 September.
Triangles: recoveries between 21 May and 16 June of Teal ringed in the Nether

lands between 1 October and 16 January.
The meaning of the dashed line on the map is explained in the text.

kilometers and Slat. and Slang. the standard deviation of the average latitude
and longitude. For these calculations we used a value of 111 kilometers for
each degree of latitude and of 70 kilometers for each degree of longitude; the
latter value is taken from the centre of the Netherlands.

BREEDING AREA

Recoveries in the Netherlands of Teal ringed as nestlings outside this country

In order to determine the place of origin of the migrating Teal which
are passing through the Netherlands, we used in the first place all
recoveries within the Netherlands of Teal that had been ringed as
nestlings .outside this country. In Figure 1 the places where young Teal
had been ringed which within one year between the 1st August and the
15th January were recovered in the Netherlands, are indicated by means
of asterisks. These data were mainly obtained from TEN KATE (1935
1960). As their number is but small, the picture they give is not very
trustworthy. Noteworthy are the movements in a northerly direction of
the young birds from Belgium, which in this way arrive in the Dutch
Delta region (see also VAN HECKE 1961). The recovery of a Teal which
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in the same year had been ringed on the Isle of Man, may perhaps also
be explained by assuming that the birds wander in various directions.
A small number of Teal from Iceland too seem to be present in the
Netherlands in the autumn, although this is not yet confirmed by
recovereies of birds that had been ringed in the latter country. When the
bird from Iceland, whose recovery is recorded on the map, was ringed,
it was already able to fly, but it was nevertheless almost certainly bred i:t;l
Iceland. However, this way of determining the area where the birds are
breeding, does not lead to fully satisfactory results, as recoveries are
obtained only from birds from parts in which ringing is practised. For
this reason we also used another method.

Breeding area of Teal ringed in the Netherlands

In order to determine the breeding area of the Teal which in autumn
and winter are passing through the Netherlands, in another way, all
recoveries made during the breeding period were mapped (Fig. 1: dots
and triangles). To this end all recoveries made up to the end of 1962 of
birds ringed between the 1st August and the 16th January were used.
For the following reasons the breeding period was assumed to last from
the 21st May to the 16th June.

1. The most northern breeding areas are reached only towards the end of
May and occasionally not before the beginning of June (DEMENTIEV et al.
1952; PHILLIPS 1925).

2. Fairly soon after the beginning of the breeding season the drakes as well
as ducks of which the brood was disturbed, are assembling in groups and
begin to rove away in a southern or western direction (DEMENTIEV et al. 1952).

The results confirm the correctness of our supposition with regard to
the breeding period, for starting from this supposition we find that the
recoveries cover a continuous area, whereas during this period the
average geographical position is found further to the northeast than in
any other period. As breeding area we then find Norway, Sweden,
Finland and the part of the U.S.S.R. north of the 60th degree oflatitude
and extending eastwards to the Ural Mountains. However, it cannot be
doubted that the populations from Denmark and North Germany, and
perhaps also from the northern part of Poland, and the Baltic Provinces
pass through the Netherlands, but their number is negligible in com
parison with the very large numbers which arrive here from Scandinavia
and the northern part of Russia (DEMENTIEV et al. 1952; TISCHLER 1941).

This area is entirely included in the breeding area of Teal with a
southwestern autumn migration, as distinguished by RJABOV (1960). It
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FIGURE 2. Breeding area of Teal wintering in England and in the Camargue (southern
France).

Dots: recoveries between 21 May and 16 June of birds ringed in several places in
England in previous winters.

Circles: recoveries between 21 May and 16 June of birds ringed in the Camargue
by the biological station La Tour du Valat in previous winters.

also agrees well with that of the birds which were ringed in England in
the winter (H. BOYD, data in letter); it is, on the other hand, clearly
distinct from that of the Teal ringed in the Camargue (South France) in
winter (Fig. 2). The breeding area of these birds lies further eastward.

The period in which the ringing was effected was divided by us in an
earlier and a later part, viz. from the 1st August to the end of September
and from the 1st October to the 15th January, because we wished to
find out whether the breeding area of the Teal which are passing
through this country in the earlier period, is situated nearer to
this country than that of the other ones. Although the number of
recoveries is but small, it cannot be doubted that the birds which are
breeding in the southwestern half of the breeding area (South and
Central Sweden and Norway, Southwest Finland) are, on the average,
passing earlier than the birds which are breeding in the northeastern

Ardea, 54 16
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half (Fig. 1; the line of division is indicated by dashes, whereas the birds
ringed in August and September are represented by dots, and those
ringed later by triangles). The difference appears to be fully significant
(X2 test: P < 0.01).

RELATION BETWEEN MOULTING AND MIGRATION; MOULTING AREAS

The drakes of the Teal as well as those ducks of which the brood was
disturbed, moult their wing feathers between the middle of June and
the middle of August; the majority of them do this about the beginning
of August. Ducks which succeeded in raising their young to fledglings,
moult later. Immediately after the start of the breeding period the drakes
gather in small groups which gradually leave the area, mainly in a
southern direction (DEMENTIEV et al. 1952). In Denmark larger groups
of drakes are sometimes already observed in the beginning of June
(PALM 1950). The considerable scattering shown by the recoveries which
Were made in August (see e.g. HOFFMANN 1960b, map 1) is another
indication of these stray movements. This period of wandering comes
to an end when the wing feathers are moulted. As moulting areas are
mentioned: the delta of the Wolga and the lakes in the steppe to the
east of the latter, the Rybinski Reservoir to the north of Moscow, the
Estonian shore of the Gulf of Finland, the extensive area of the Finnish
Russian Lakes and lakes in the southern part of Sweden (DEMENTIEV
et al. 1952; HOFFMANN 1960a; LEBRET 1950). In the Netherlands too
moulting Teal were observed, e.g. in the IJsselmeer area in the Zwarte
Meer (TIMMERMAN & LEBRET 1951) and along the Scheldt (Verdronken
Land van Saaftinge) (MAEBE & vAN DE VLOET 1956); these birds may
have arrived here from the adjoining breeding areas. However, it
should be mentioned that one of the moulting Teal captured in the
Zwarte Meer was recovered in the following year in Poland (Fig. 3:
triangle). In Figure 3 are recorded all recoveries made in the period
between the 1st July and the 10th August of birds which had been
ringed between the 1st August and the 15th January in an earlier season.
The recoveries are spread over a large part of Europe and they have
for the greater part been obtained from regions in which the shooting
season is opened alreading in the first ten days of August (South Sweden,
Denmark-up to a few years ago-, Germany, Poland, Netherlands,
France). In order to eliminate the influence of the shooting season the
recoveries made in July from those made in August are recorded sepa
rately.
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FIGURE 3. Moulting area of Teal migrating in autumn through the Netherlands.
Circles: recoveries in July of Teal ringed in the Netherlands between 1 August

and 16 January.
Dots: recoveries between 1-10 August of Teal ringed in the Netherlands between

1 August and 16 January in previous seasons.
Triangle: recovery between 16 June and 11 August of a male Teal ringed during

wing-moult in the Zwarte Meer in the Netherlands.
In July the shooting season opens in Belgium, France, and Hungary; in the first

ten days of August in southern Sweden, Poland, Denmark (until 1956), Austria
(except Btirgenland and Oberosterreich), the Netherlands (formerly) and in some
parts of Italy.

We conclude that male Teal moult everywhere in the breeding area
and to the south and southwest of the latter where they find a suitable
place. That the moulting area may occasionally be found far from the
breeding area, is confirmed by WUCZETICZ (1941). Ducks which succeed
in raising their brood to fledglings, seem to moult mainly in the bree
ding area. At any rate, in all important moulting areas ducks are always
less numerous than drakes (TIMMERMAN & LEBRET 1951; WUCZETICZ
1941).
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF RECOVERIES FOR EACH MONTH OF RINGING IN SOME DUTCH DUCK-DECOYS

Month of ringing
Ringing place Coqrdinates Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mrt. Apr.

De Koog 53° 06' N 4° 48' E 35 80 38 7 1
Piaam 53° 02' N 5° 25' E 261 249 154 127 112 1 1
Giethoorn 52° 44' N 5° 52' E 87 146 106 18 4
Wanneperveen 52° 41' N 6° 01' E 22 34 51 12 3 3 6
Naardermeer 52° 18' N 5° 08' E 19 133 189 110 64 45 6 1
Breukelen. 52° 11' N 5° 07' E 12 17 45 33 20 9 5 10 4
Capelle 51° 41' N 4° 58' E
Haarsteeg 51° 41' N 4° 58' E 39 61 46 86 91 51 41 21 4
Bofmansplaat 51° 43' N 4° 50' E 22 44 90 134 111 15 13 9

NOTE: All recoveries up to 1962 inclusive are given for the decoys De Koog, Capelle, Haarsteef
ai,J.d Hofmansplaat, for the others up to 1960 inclusive. The catches of the decoys Capelle ane
Haarsteeg are taken together, as both are run by the same decoymen who can catch in only on(
place in the same time.

AUTUMN MIGRATION

The time at which Teal pass through the Netherlands

In order to determine the time at which the Teal coming from the
above named breeding range pass through the Netherlands, we have
determined, for all recoveries made up to the end of 1960, where and in
what month the birds had been ringed. We have not recorded the total
number of Teal thatwas ringed, as it would have taken too much time
to collect these figures. For the principal ringing decoys the repartition
of the recoveries is given in Table 2.

It appears that in de decoys in the northern part of the country the
majority of the captures is made in September, whereas in the decoys in
the central part this happens in October, and in those in the southern
part in November and December. That the figures given in Table 2
are a faithful reflection of the total number of captures, follows from the
data given in Figure 4. In this figure are recorded the average catches
per month made in the decoys Capelle and Haarsteeg, Hofmansplaat
and Piaam (from these decoys the figures could easily be obtained).

The halt in the migration

The amount of recoveries in autumn is so large and they are scattered
over such a vast area that it is nearly impossible to get an impression of
the autumn migration by means of dots on a map. Therefore, to find
the course of the autumn migration, we have calculated for each sub-
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FIGURE 4. Monthly catch of some duck-decoys.
Dashed line: percentage for each month of the yearly catch of one of the duck

decoys of Piaam (Province Friesland) according to LEBRET (1947: 95).
Black line: mean monthly catch of the duck-decoy Hofmansplaat in the Brabantse

Biesbosch (Province Noord-Brabant) calculated over the period February 1959 to
January 1962.

Dotted line: mean monthly catch of the duck-decoys De Sompen at Haarsteeg and
Den Dulver at Capelle (both in the Province Noord-Brabant) together, calculated
over the period August 1956 to December 1961. Both duck-decoys are run by the
same decoy-man.

sequent month the average longitude and latitude of all recoveries
together of birds ringed in one month, e.g, of all birds ringed in August
the average geographical position of the recoveries in August, in
September, in October and so on was calculated. The same was done
for the birds ringed in September. For these calculations the recoveries
of birds ringed in all ringing decoys were used. The average position of
the recoveries of birds, appeared to shift in the subsequent month ever
further to the southwest (Fig. 5). Toward the end of the period of
migration the rate at which this shifting takes place, appeared to
increase. The Teal which had been ringed in September proved to move
only at a slow rate, whereas the birds that had been ringed in December,
appear to cover large distances in a short time. Figure 5B shows that in
the case of the birds that were ringed in September, the average position
of the places where they were recovered in September was nearly the
same as that of the places where they were recovered in October; by
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FIGURE 5. Mean monthly positions of recoveries of shot Teal, ringed in various

months. R is mean ringing place.
A-E recovered in same season after ringing; E-J recovered in later seasons.
Circles enclose area containing 90% of the populations according to statistics.

After January the scatter becomes too large to use mean positions.

means of the sensitive HOTELLING T-test no significant difference could
be found.

The data mentioned in the preceding paragraph make it probable that
the migration is actually interrupted for some time. In order to demon
strate the presence of this halt even more clearly, we have arranged the
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FIGURE 5. Continued.

data also in another way. In Figure 6 we have plotted the distribution of
the recoveries made in three different areas according to the month in
which the birds were ringed and according to the month in which they
were recovered. This figure shows that the Teal ringed in this country
in Septembe:r were in September and October still for the greater part
staying here. This shows, therefore, that the halt in the migration
indicated by LEBRET (1947) actually exists.
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Figure 6 also shows that the halt in the migration begins somewhere
in September and that it ends in the course of October or in the first part

~I",~m"
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lJ:M See
3. 57 66 85 93

~~
46 65 76 99

~ No<.
27 62 72

~ D"
23 65
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RECOVERED IN:
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FIGURE 6. Shift in area of recovery during autumn and winter. The divisions in each
column represent the percentage distribution of the recoveries over three areas: top
(white): British Isles; middle (black): Belgium, France and further south; bottom
(white): Netherlands, Germany, Denmark. Only recoveries in the same season after
ringing are used. Figures at bottom indicate number of recoveries.

of November. Of the Teal ringed in the Netherlands in August the
majority did not interrupt their migration in this country; they may do
this perhaps in Great Britain, but on this point no information is avail
able. In November and December the Teal are rapidly passing through
the Netherlands. However, in mild winters a part of them stay here (see
next chapter).
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Concentration of autumn migration in the region of the Frisian Islands

LEBRET (1947) compares the significance of the region of the Frisian
Islands for the autumn migration of the Teal with that of a bottle-neck.
The Teal from the whole of North Europe would assemble in this
region to spread after a while over Southwest Europe. LEBRET even
mentions the possibility that the birds possess an inborn knowledge of
the situation of this region.

However, LEBRET himself already knew that Teal may pass directly
from Scandinavia to Great Britain, and the investigations carried out by
the Biological Station La Tour du Valat in the Camargue have shown
that fairly large numbers of Teal are passing through Central Europe.
In the region through which these birds are passing, they are, however,
never observed in large numbers, probably because these regions offer
them no suitable opportunities for resting and feeding. But in the region
of the Frisian Islands such opportunities are abundant, and this explains
why the Teal are assembling here in such large numbers. The birds that
arrive in this region, do not immediately pass on, but linger for some
time (halt in the migration!), whereas from the regions further eastward
continually new flocks arrive. For this reason we assume that the con
centration of the Teal in this region is caused by some contraction of the
broad front with which the Teal are approaching this region when they
enter into the comparatively narrow corridor formed by this shore
area, and by the presence, on a short distance of each other, of suitable
feeding and resting places which entice the birds to linger for some time.
In the light of recent experiments on the way in which migrating birds
find their direction, LEBRET'S supposition according to which the birds
would possess an inborn knowledge of the geographical situation of
this region, looks improbable; the presence of such an inborn knowledge
has never been demonstrated. Moreover, experiments in which Teal
captured in the decoy at Piaam were set free in Switzerland gave no
support whatever to the supposition that these birds would be able
to find their way to the region of the Frisian Islands (PERDECK & WOLFF,
in prep.).

WINTER-QUARTERS

Situation of the winter-quarters

The movements of Teal are never fully stopped. In January, and even
in February, especially when frost is suddenly setting in, Teal which
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just before had been ringed in the Netherlands, were recovered in
England and France, and in mild winters Teal ringed during autumn
and winter in England and France, have been recovered in the Nether
lands from the 20th January onwards. January nevertheless, is the
month in which the migratory movements of these birds reach their
lowest level (see also the maps given by HOFFMANN 1960b). Since
moreover shooting is still permitted in the greater part of the area
concerned the recoveries in January give the best picture of the winter
quarters (Fig. 7). The most important ones appear to be situated in
Ireland, England, the Netherlands and the northern and western parts
of France. However there are also recoveries from Scotland, Belgium,
the other parts of France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Morocco, and Algeria.
In some of the regions in the north-eastern part of Europe the shooting
season is closed in January, but according to the rather extensive
literature Teal are only rarely wintering here (PALM 1950). From the
northwestern part of Germany too no recoveries have been recorded,
although here the shooting season is not yet closed. According to
TANTOW (1936) wintering Teal are very rare at the mouth of the Elbe.
The recoveries made in February give a nearly similar picture (Fig. 8).
Noteworthy is the recovery reported from Mali, Africa. Some Teal that
had been ringed in the preceding years, were recovered in the eastern
part of the Mediterranean region; these birds will probably have arrived
here by way of the Black Sea coast. However, it is also possible that they
were on the way back to the breeding area; in support of this possibility
it might be pointed out that in Macedonia in the second half of the winter
the number of Teal seems to increase (MAKATSCH 1950). However, on
account of the fact that in several countries, e.g. in England, the
shooting season is already closed in this month, Figure 8 does not give
a reliable picture of the situation.

Differences in the situation of the winter-quarters which correspond to differences
in the number ofyears elapsed since the birds were ringed

In Figures 7 and 8 the recoveries are split into two groups. The
recoveries made in the season in which the birds were ringed are indicated
by dots, those made in one of the following years by triangles. In com
paring these dots and triangles we see that a relatively larger number of
the latter are reported from the British Isles, and the same situation is
observed when Table 3B is compared with Table 3C and Figure 5A-E
with Figure 5F-J.
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FIGURE 7. Winter-quarters of Teal migrating in the autumn through the Netherlands.
Dots: recoveries in January within one year after ringing in the Netherlands

between 1 August and 1 January.
Triangles: the same, but recoveries after one or more breeding seasons.
The shooting-season is open in Western Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the

Netherlands, the British Isles, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Spain and Italy.
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TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF RECOVERIES RINGED IN VARIOUS DUCK-DECOYS

AREA OF RECOVERY

Ringing place
British
Isles

Belgium,
France, Spain,

Portugal, Italy,
North Africa

Netherlands,
Germany,
Denmark

Number of
recoveries

129
206

41%
40%

50%
52%

9%
8%

Ringed 1 Augustus-31 December, recovered 1 Augustus-31 March (same season)

De Koog 50% 43% 7% 110
Piaam 43% 42% 15% 476
Giethoorn 34% 44% 22% 181
Wanneperveen 13% 70% 17% 53
Naardermeer 20% 56% 24% 335
Breukelen 12% 53% 35% 68
Haarsteeg &

Capelle
Hofmansplaat

19
44

37%
50%

58%
45%

5%
4%

Ringed 1-31 October, recovered 1 October- 31 March (same season)

38% 58% 3% 31
34% 50% 16% 70
29% 61 % 10% 56
13% 79% 8% 24
17% 54% 29% 122
12% 53% 35% 17

De Koog
Piaam
GiethoOrn
Wanneperveen
Naardermeer
Breukelen
Haarsteeg &

Capelle
Hofmansplaat

(later season)

9
78
57
20
58
33

19
27

78%
74%

11%
22%

11%
4%

Ringed 1-31 October, recovered 1 Augustus - 31March

44% 56%
49% 17% 34%
28% 18% 54%
40% 25% 35%
21% 16% 63%
21% 30% 49%

De Koog
Piaam
Giethoorn
Wanneperveen
Naardermeer
Breukelen
Haarsteeg &

Capelle
Hofmansplaat

It might therefore be that the birds which in their first year are winter
ing in France, pass in later years to England. There are indeed cases of
the birds behaving in this way, but the reverse occurs also. Another
possibility is that a large number of the young Teal which are ringed
in the Netherlands, pass on to France, because the decoys in the Nether
lands occupy a rather southern position in the area through which the
migrants are passing; however, in the following years these same birds
possibly will be distributed at random over the front of migration and
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FIGURE 8. Teal recovered in February. As Figure 7.
The shooting-season is open in Austria, parts of Switzerland, Luxemburg, Belgium,
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TABLE 4

HARD-WEATHER MOVEMENTS

Date of
Ring Ringing place Date of Place of Date of beginning Distanci

number ringing recovery recovery frost

171560 Wanneperveen 8-2-1938 France, 47° N 3° E end 2-1938 16?-2-1938 680 kn
236360 Breuke1en 22-1-1954 France, 50° N 1° E 27-1-1954 23-1-1954 350 kn
295127 Naardermeer 3-1-1955 France, 49° N 1° W 2-1-1955 2-1-1955 630 kn
356380 Naardermeer 24-1-1956 Spain, 42° N 1° E 10-2-1956 30-1-1956 1160 kn
356381 Naardermeer 24-1-1956 Spain, 38° N 1° W 12-2-1956 30-1-1956 1640 kn
356392 Naardermeer 24-1-1956 France, 43° N 0° E 4-2-1956 30-1-1956 1100 kn
356396 Naardermeer 24-1-1956 France, 45° N lOW 2-2-1956 30-1-1956 900 kn

3012912 Haarsteeg 6-2-1960 France, 48° N 3° W 8-2-1960 7-2-1960 400 kn

NOTE: The date of the beginning of the period of frost is quoted from the monthly reports
the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, De Bilt. The coordinates of the ringing-places ~

to be found in Table 2.

for that reason a relatively larger part of them could go on to England.
More likely, however, is a third explanation based on the high
hunting-pressure in France as compared with Britain. Teal migrating to
France in their first year could be killed there in such numbers, that
relatively few are left to give recoveries in later years. In this view, it is
necessary to assume that the birds have a certain site-tenacity to the
wintering area once chosen. Evidence in favour of this are given in the
fourth section of this chapter.

Movements carried out in the winter under the influence of weather conditions

Especially in January it proves to be difficult to distinguish "real"
migration from rushes under the influence of a spell of cold and from
more or less stray wanderings, but it seems plausible to assume that at
least a large part of the movements carried out during the winter is
induced by weather-conditions. Even in February Teal may rush from
an area visited by frost in a southern or western direction. In the
Netherlands the study of ringed birds has made us acquainted with some
good examples of such movements; these are presented in Table 4.

That certain meteorological conditions will strongly stimulate the
trend to carry out such movements, is easily conceivable. When ice is
formed, open water is no longer available, and feeding becomes difficult.
For this reason we have calculated the correlation between the number
of ice-days (days in which the temperature does not rise above the
freezing point) per month and the average geographical position of the
recoveries in the same month. To this end use has been made of data
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TABLE 5

CORRELATION BETWEEN METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS AND MEAN POSITION OF TEAL RECOVERIES
IN WINTER

Meteoro- Meteoro- Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
logical logical latitude in latitude in latitude in longitude in distance in
station factor January February December January January

Le Havre mean temp. +0.43 (12) +0.43 (12) +0.16 (13) -0.45 (12) +0.34 (12)
Dunkirk mean temp. +0.54 (12) +0.40 (12) +0.12 (13) -0.46 (12) +0.34 (12)
London mean temp. +0.11 (14) +0.34 (14) +0.15 (14) -0.23 (14) -0.03 (14)
Vlissingen mean temp. +0.41 (14) +0.46 (14) +0.07 (15) -0.34 (14) +0.17 (14)
Eelde mean temp. +0.41 (14) +0.46 (14) +0.10 (15) -0.37 (14) +0.11l14)
Vlissingen number of

icedays -0.50 (14) -0.51 (14) +0.07 (15) +0.37 (14) -0.38 (14)
Eelde number of

icedays -0.53 (14) -0.51 (14) -0.01 (15) +0.38 (14) -0.38 (14)

NOTE: Shown is the estimated value of r of the correlation-coefficient of SPEARMAN; between acco
lades the number of pairs of data is given. Figures in heavy print refer to a significant correlation. The
meteorological observations of Dunkirk were made between Jan. 1957 and Feb. 1958 in Calais; those
of Le Havre in Dec. 1952 by the station VilIerville. Of the stations Eelde and Vlissingen observations
of the period Dec. 1946 - Dec. 1960 are used; of London of the period Dec. 1946 - Feb. 1960 and of
Le Havre and Dunkirk of the period Dec. 1946 - Dec. 1958.

obtained from the meteorological stations at Eelde near Groningen and
at Vlissingen. In order to find out whether temperature exercises an
influence, we have tried to find for the various months a correlation
between the average temperature per month and the average geograph
ical position of the recoveries. The necessary meteorological data
were obtained in this case from the stations at Eelde, Vlissingen,
London, Havre and Dunkirk. We give the correlations between
these weather factors and the mean latitudes of the recoveries of Teal
in a certain month in Table 5. As is shown by the heavy printed figures,
there is a significant correlation only between the mean latitudes in
January and in February and the number of ice-days in the Netherlands.
The same thing is indicated if we take mean temperatures instead of ice
days. There is no significant correlation between the mean latitude or
the mean distance in winter and mean temperatures or number of ice
days (only the values for January are given in Table 5). In accordance
with these findings, we did not find in any month a significant correlation
between the mean latitude and the mean longitude of the recoveries.

Tenacity to migration routes and winter-quarters

That at least part of the Teal follow the same route each autumn is
indicated by a number of recoveries (Table 6).
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TABLE 6

TEAL RECOVERED MORE THAN ONCE

[Ardea 54

Ring
number

Leiden
291463

Leiden
291468

Paris
EB 8974
Leiden
375653

Dates of catching

1955: 13(9 (ringed); 4(11
1956: 9(11; 21/11; 28(12
1957: 27(9; 17(12
1958: 5(6 (shot)

1955: 27(9 (ringed)
1956: 19(9; 17(10; 23(11
1957: 26(9; 3(10; 14(10;

17(12
1958: 13(10
1959: 17(11

1957: 21(11 (ringed)
1958: 8(9 (ring added)
1959: 28(8
1960: March (shot)

Sex and
age

6 1st year

'i' 1st year

'i' 1st year

Place of catching

De Koog, Texel, 53° 06 N, 4° 48 E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E
Northern Sweden, 67° 10' N, 21° 40' E

De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48 E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E

De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E

La Tour du Valat, 43° 31' N, 4° 42' E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48 E
De Koog, Texel, 53° 06' N, 4° 48' E
2 km from La Tour du Valat.

The next question is to what degree are these birds bound to the
winter-quarter they have chosen in their first year? The answer is given
by Table 7, in which the recoveries are recorded of the birds which were
ringed in the Netherlands during the winter. It appears that the birds do
not show a high degree of tenacity to their winter-quarters. The circum
stance that the birds often move over large distances in this time of the
year points in the same direction. In periods of heavy frost the whole
population of wintering Teal leaves the Netherlands (LEBRET 1947,
WOLFF, 1963). However, if there are no climatological difficulties, Teal
actually do winter in the same area. In the Camargue some of them are
recaptured year upon year and often several times in the same winter.
The possibility that we have to do here with resident birds, may be
excluded as Teal do not breed in this region.

TABLE 7

TENACITY TO WINTER-QUARTERS

Recoveries in later seasons years of Dutch-ringed Teal

Month of ringing
Month of recovery

January February
Netherlands Abroad Netherlands Abroad

January
February

3
3

11
17

1
1

13
5
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Differences in the position of the winter-quarters shown l!Y birds that were
ringed in different parts of the Netherlands

In order to show where the Teal ringed in different parts of the
Netherlands are wintering, we have given in Table 3 the percentages of
the recoveries made in certain parts of Europe. To this end the parts
where they were recovered are brought together in three groups, viz.
(1) the British ISles, (2) Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal and
North Africa, and (3) the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark.

If we start with the Teal ringed at De Koog in the northern part of
the Netherlands, and consider subsequently those ringed in decoys
situated further southwards, it appears that the percentage of bird ringed .
in the period from August to December and recovered during the same
season in the British Isles shows a strong decrease (Table 3A). The
percentage of Teal recovered in Belgium and the southwestern part of
Europe shows a slight increase, whereas that of the birds recovered in
the Netherlands themselves and in Germany and Denmark shows a
strong increase. It should also be noted that the birds recovered in
Germany and Denmark were but small in number and almost all ringed
at Piaam and at Giethoorn, i.e. in the northern part of the Netherlands.
So Teal ringed in the northern part of the Netherlands pass mainly to
Great Britain and Ireland, those ringed in the southern part mainly to
France and even farther southwards. A considerable number of the Teal
ringed in the southern decoys, moreover, winter in the Netherlands
themselves. BOYD (1957) points to a similar difference between Teal
ringed in Essex and in other parts of Britain.

These differences could be due to a difference in the time at which the
birds are passing through the Netherlands, on account of the fact that
in the decoys in the northern part of the Netherlands the largest number
of Teal are caught at an earlier date than in the decoys in the southern
part (see Table 2). This is however, contradicted by the data given in
Table 3B. The birds of which the recoveries are recorded in this table,
were all ringed in the same month, viz. in October, but here too we see
that the birds ringed in the northern decoys were recovered mainly in
the British Isles, and those ringed in the southern ones mainly in the
Netherlands. The percentage recovered in France and the neighbouring
countries is for the birds ringed in the northern decoys not significantly
distinct from that found for the birds ringed in the southern decoys.

These distinct groups continue to exist in the following years. Table
3C gives the percentages of the birds which were ringed in October and

Ardea, 54 17
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FIGURE 9. Recoveries in the Nethetlands between 1 August and 16 January of Teal
ringed in England in December, January and February. All kinds of recoveries are

used.

which, after one or more years, were recovered in the three above
mentioned regions in the period between the 1st August and the 1st
April. Here too the percentage of the recoveries from the British Isles
proved to be larger for the birds that had been ringed in the northern
part of the Netherlands than for those ringed farther southwards.

The recoveries mentioned by LEBRET (1947) of the Teal ringed on
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Fano (Denmark), are entirely in agreement with the "cline" found by us
for the Teal ringed in the Netherlands. The Teal ringed in Fano, were
mainly recovered in Great Britain. The difference between the northern
and the southern group comes also to the fore in Teal ringed outside the
Netherlands and recovered in different parts of the latter.

Figure 9 gives a picture of the recoveries made in the Netherlands of
Teal which in the preceding winters had been ringed in England (data
obtained from TEN KATE 1935-1960), Figure 10 of the recoveries of those
which in the preceding winters had been ringed at La Tour du Valat in
the Camargue. These figures show that the birds which had been ringed
in England, are more often recovered in the northern part of the
Netherlands, whereas the birds ringed in the Camargue, are more often
recovered in the southern part. These differences in winter-quarters may
now be combined with the difference in time of catching between the
northern and the southern decoys. Then among the Teal which are
passing through the Netherlands, two groups can be distinguished, viz.
early migrants, which are mainly passing through the northern part of
the Netherlands and which mainly winter in Great Britain and Ireland
and late migrants which mainly pass through the southern part of the
Netherlands and are wintering mainly on the Continent, especially in
France.

Whether these two groups of Teal differ also in their breeding area
could not be ascertained, as the number of recoveries which could give
us sonie indication with regard to this point, was too small. A large
part of the recoveries made during the breeding season was of no use as
the birds had been ringed in decoys in the central part of the Nether
lands, and could therefore shed no light on the breeding area of the birds
that are passing either through the northern or through the southern
part. There are nevertheless some indications with regard to the breeding
areas of these two groups. In the first place there is the fact mentioned
earlier that the early migrants mainly come from the south-western
parts of the breeding area, and in the second place the fact that the Teal
ringed in England and in France have a different breeding area (Fig. 2).

SPRING MIGRATION

In spring the largest numbers of Teal are noted in the Netherlands in
February and in March (MORZER BRUYNS & BRAAKSMA 1954; MAEBE &

VAN DER VLOET 1956; ROaTH 1960; J. VEEN, private communication).
Teal returning from England and France are found in the Netherlands

already at the end of January, but recoveries from the countries to the
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FIGURE 10. As Figure 9 for Teal ringed in the Camargue.

[Ardea 54

east of the Netherlands are received considerably later. As at this time of
the year the shooting season is closed in almost all these countries, the
picture we obtain of the spring migration is not fully clear. However, the
Figures 7, 8, 11-18 and 1 may give us some idea of the latter. It is a
curious fact that as already mentioned by LEBRET (1947) a rather large
part of the Teal which on their way to the winter-quarters passed through
the Netherlands, are returning to their breeding places by way of the
Plain of Lombardy and the Balkan Peninsula.
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FIGURE 11. Recoveries between 1 and 11 March of Teal ringed in the Netherlands
between 1 August and 16 January. The shooting -season is open in France and Italy.

In the decoys in the Netherlands much less Teal are caught in spring
than in autumn. The largest numbers are caught in the region between
the rivers Rhine and Maas (see also Table 2). There is therefore no
crowding in the region of the Frisian Islands. In Switzerland the largest
numbers are noted, at least in some years, in spring (LEUZINGER 1960).
It looks therefore as if in spring the Teal which are wintering on the
Continent migrate on a broad front, just like the Wigeon (DaNKER 1959),
through the Continent. A remarkable feature of this migration is the
rapidity with which it is carried out. In the Camargue the number of
Teal is reduced in the course of a single month (March) from many
thousands to a few hundreds (Fig. 19).

RELATION BETWEEN AGE AND MIGRATION

With regard to the age of the Teal ringed in the Netherlands, but
little is known. The decoymen make, as a rule, no difference between
birds in their first year and older ones. However, in the decoy at Piaam
the age of the birds captured from 1958 to 1960 was regularly deter-
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FIGURE 12. As Figure 11. Recovered 11-20 March. The shooting-season is open in
France and Italy.

FIGURE 13. As Figure 11. Recovered 21-31 March. The shooting-season is open in
France and Italy.
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FIGURE 14. As Figure 11. Recovered 1-10 April. The shooting-season is open in
Italy and in some parts of Russia.

FIGURE 15. As Figure 11. Recovered 11-20 April. The shooting-season is open in
Italy and in some parts of Russia.
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FIGURE 16. As Figure 11. Recovered 21-30 April. The shooting-season is open in
Italy and in some parts of Russia.

• •

FIGURE 17. As Figure 11. Recovered 1-10 May. The shooting-season is open in
Italy and in some parts of Russia.
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FIGURE 18. As Figure 11. Recovered 11-20 May.
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mined by staff members of the Institute for Ecological Research. In the
period from August to the end of October 90.0 per cent of the captured
birds proved to be in their first year. On account of this result and also
of the information given by LEHRET (1947) we may assume that most
of the birds captured in the other decoys will also have been in their
first year. However, as we have no data from the other months we should
be careful in our conclusions. Moreover, BOYD (1957) did not find a
selecting influence of the decoy in late autumn and winter at Slimbridge.
Nevertheless the recoveries in the season directly after ringing most
probably give a picture of the migration of first year birds. As appears
from the Figures 5A-], 7 and 8 and the Tables 3A, Band C, there is no
important difference in the migration pattern between these birds and
those which were recovered after one or more years. However, there is a
difference in the percentage of birds of different age which winter in
different quarters (the older birds are relatively more often recovered in
the British Isles). As we have pointed out in the chapter on winter
quarters, this is probably due to the fact that in France more Teal
are shot than in England, with the result that fewer birds are able to
return to France in the second and following years.
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FIGURE 19. Mean numbers of Teal present in each decade in some parts of the Ca
margue according to field-counts made in the years 1951 to 1958 by the Biological

Station La Tour du Va/at.

RELATION BETWEEN SEX AND MIGRATION

The sex of the Teal recovered was too rarely known with certainty
to allow us to draw final conclusions with regard to the presence of
differences between the sexes in their migration pattern. For this reason
we will have to confine ourselves here to the figures obtained in the
decoy at Piaam and at the Biological Station La Tour du Valat in the
Camargue. First of all we will have to investigate whether these figures
give a reliable picture of the situation.

In the literature it is often said, though sometimes of other species,
that in the decoys males and females are captured in equal proportions
(BOYD 1954, 1957; EYGENRAAM 1957; MACKWORTH-PREAD 1939). In
the Camargue, where a special kind of cage-trap is used, Dr. L. HOFF
MANN (private communication) got the impression that ducks are caught
in a somewhat larger proportion than drakes. BOYD (1957) too reports
for traps of this kind a difference (but just the opposite) in the chance
to capture drakes or ducks. However, as the differences do not seem to
be of much importance and may be explained in another way, we have
assumed here, for the sake of simplicity, that the chance to be caught,
in the various kinds of decoys is the same for drakes and ducks.
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FIGURE 20. Numbers of l1~st year males (~JJhite) and first year females (black) in the
monthly catches of Teal by the Biological Station La Tour du Valat in the Camargue

in the autumn of 1959.

Among the Teal which in their first year were caught at Piaam during
the above mentioned pe:riod (1958-1960) (Table 8), males were always
more numerous than females (X2 test: P < 0.005). It appears, moreover,
that the surplus ofmales was in August relatively larger than in Septem
ber and October; this difference is fully significant (X2 test: P < 0.005).
Therefore we conclude that juvenile males arrive on the average earlier
than juvenile females. Figure 20 gives the number of drakes and ducks
which in the autumn of their first year were captured in the Camargue
these figures were obtained in 1959, the only year in which large numbers
could be caught in autumn. It appears that in the Camargue too juvenile
males arrive earlier than juvenile females. Larger numbers of the latter
seem to arrive there only in November and December.

Drakes are known to winter on the whole farther towards the north-

TABLE 8

CATCHES OF THE DUCK-DECOY IN PIAAM BETWEEN 1958 AND 1960 IN THE

MONTHS AUGUST TO OCTOBER

First year birds Older birds
August September-October August-October Total

JJ 222 1109 122 1453
'i"i' 94 783 118 995
total 316 1892 240 2448
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east than ducks. In the Netherlands, for instance, there is, as a rule,
during the winter a surplus of males (LEBRET 1950). In Wales, on the
other hand, a larger number of females was noted (MACKWORTH

PREAD 1939). Figure 21 presents the percentages of males found among
the Teal which in every month were captured in the Camargue. Here the
situation is less clear; in some months the males are better represented,
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FIGURE 21. Percentages of males in the monthly catches of the Biological Station
La Tour du Va/at in the Camargue. For each month in which more than 30 Teal
were caught, the percentage of males is indicated by the black column. The dashed
line indicates the 50%-level. The white bar indicates the range (from top of column
to bar) in which, with a probability of 95%, the actual percentage of males of the

whole population of La Tour du Va/at is situated.
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in other ones the females. In periods of severe cold, e.g. in February
1956 and in February 1963 (own observations) there was a distinct
surplus of males. When the figures for the various years were studied
together, we found by means of the rank correlation method of KENDALL
an only just significant correlation between the percentage of captured
males and the average temperature in January as measured at the
meteorological station Salin de Badon in the Camargue.

The situation found in the Camargue may perhaps be explained in the
following way. The females in West Europe begin to migrate already
when the temperature shows a slight decrease; this causes a surplus of
them in the Camargue. However, in case large parts of the winter
quarters are affected by a severe frost, the whole population begins to
migrate, with the result that the surplus of males arrives in the Camargue.
Although our information with regard to this point, is still rather
meagre, it seems plausible to conclude that the males are leaving the
breeding area before the females, and that this applies to juvenile Teal
as well as to adult ones. However, on their way to the winter-quarters
the males may be overtaken and passed by the females.

We would have to assume therefore that the migration tendency
awakes on the average earlier in males than in females. The drakes
therefore depart before the ducks, but that the latter are more. sensitive
to the weather-conditions and are urged by nightfrosts to greater speed,
causing them to overtake the drakes. That females are more apt to take
part in cold rushes, is well-known (LEBRET 1950). Another possibility
is that the migration tendency of females is stronger than that of males,
a phenomenon that was also found in Chaffinches (DEELDER 1949). It
is also possible that both causes are involved.

ON THE TEAL THAT ARE BREEDING IN THE NETHERLANDS

Of the small number of Teal which had been ringed in the Netherlands
as nestlings, up to the end of 1962 12 recoveries were reported. Before
the end of August five of these birds were shot in the Netherlands. In
their first autumn and winter two were recovered in the south of
England, one in the northern part of France and another one in the
southwestern part of France. Two were recovered near the place
where they had been ringed, but more than a year later, viz. on the
10th January and on the 30th October, whereas one was recovered in
the north ofItalyin March nearly 11 years after it had been ringed (with
Bruxelles E 4067).
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An adult female ringed in January at Slimbridge in the west of
England (London 915332) was killed at Purmerend (province North
Holland) on its nest by a mowing machine nearly one year and a half
later.

It is possible that the Teal which are bred in the Netherlands, migrate
in their first year over rather short distances only, and that they behave
afterwards as resident birds. In that case they would show a similar
behaviour as observed in Starlings (PERDECK 1951). However, as they
may in the winter-quarters form a pair with a bird born in another
region, it is always possible that they will deviate from this behaviour.

The Teal which in Belgium were ringed as nestlings, seem to agree in
their migration pattern with the birds which are bred in the Netherlands
(VAN HECKE 1961).

It is perhaps not superfluous to point out here that birds which were
ringed in the Netherlands at the time in which they were moulting or
else very soon after the decoys began their work (June or July) can not
with certainty said to be bred here, because the breeding area and the
moulting area may be separate from each other by a large distance.

SHOULD THE RINGING OF TEAL BE CONTINUED IN THE NETHERLANDS?

The recoveries which are at present available allow us to draw some
important conclusions with regard to the migrations and the distribution
of the Teal which are passing through the Netherlands. Breeding area,
winter-quarter and migration route could be determined in this way
with a fair degree of accuracy, and the presence of a halt in the migration
could also be demonstrated with sufficient certainty. However, the
study of various other problems, such as differences in the migration
pattern between males and females and between birds of various age,
the way in which the spring migration takes place and the reactions to
weather-conditions could certainly profit by a further increase of the
number of recoveries.

In order to solve problems of the above mentioned kind it will in
most cases be necessary to know as accurately as possible sex and age
of the birds which are ringed. A large part of the decoymen pay no
attention to these features, and from the recoveries of the birds which
have been ringed by them, therefore but little new information can be
expected. The recoveries of Teal are only then of importance if their sex
and age are accurately known. We hope that this will be realized in future.

From the ringing of nestlings in the Netherlands doubtless in future
too valuable information may be expected.
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1. From 1911 to the end of 1961 27.000 Teal have been ringed in the
Netherlands, the larger part in decoys. Up to the end of 1962, 4.700 of them
were recovered, 75% being shot.

2. In the autumn Teal were recovered in the Netherlands which as nestling
had been ringed in Iceland, England, Sweden, Norway, the U.S.S.R., and
Belgium.

3. The breeding area of the Teal which in autumn and winter are passing
through the Netherlands, comprises Norway, Sweden, Finland, and the part
of the U.S.S.R. situated north of the 60th degree of latitude and extending
to the UraL

4. The male Teal which are passing through the Netherlands, may probably
moult everywhere in the northern part of Europe where they find a suitable
place, but the females moult probably mainly in the breeding places.

5. From the beginning of September to the end of October or to the
beginning of November very large numbers of Teal are interrupting their
migration in the region of the Frisian Islands and in the Netherlands also in
the vicinity of the Ysselmeer. This leads to a very large assemblage of Teal
in this region. This concourse is to some extent only due to a convergence
of migration routes.

6. The winter-quarters of the Teal which pass through the Netherlands,
comprise Ireland, Great Britain, the Neth'erlands, Belgium, France, Spain,
Portugal, the northwestern part of Africa and Northern Italy. In the second
and following years the number of Teal that are wintering in France shows a
stronger decrease than that of those wintering in Great Britain; this is probably
due to the fact that in France the shooting of Teal is practised on a larger scale.

7. The Teal which, especially in August and September, are passing through
the northern provinces of the Netherlands, come from the southwestern
parts of the breeding area and are going to winter mainly in the British Isles.
The Teal which, especially in November and December, are passing through
the southern provinces, come from the eastern part of the breeding area
and are going to winter on the Continent in an area extending from these
southern provinces to North Africa. The migration pattern of these two
groups remains the same when the birds grow older. In the central part of
the Netherlands the groups are not readily recognizable.

8. Migration in western and southern directions are noted even in February;
they are due to weather-conditions and often take the form of rushes. The
correlation between the average geographical position of the places in which
the birds are found in the various winter months, and the average daily
temperature registered in these months is but weak. A more distinct corre
lation is found between the average geographical position which they occupy
in the various months and the number of ice-days in the latter. This means
that with an increasing number of ice-days the Teal migrate further to the
south.
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9. In their first year as well as later the male Teal are arriving in the Nether
lands and also in the Camargue before the females.

10. The Teal which are bred in the Netherlands, migrate in their first year.
at least partly, to England and France. The adults possibly behave as resident
birds.
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SAMENVATTING

1. Van 1911 tim 1961 werden ruim 27.000 Wintertalingen, merendeels in
eendenkooien, in Nederland geringd. Tot en met 1962 werden hiervan 4.700
teruggemeld. Hiervan was 75% geschoten door jagers.

2. Wintertalingen geringd als nestjong in IJsland, Engeland, Zweden,
Noorwegen, Rusland en Belgie werden tijdens de herfsttrek in Nederland
teruggemeld.

3. Het broedgebied van de WintertaJingen welke in herfst en winter in
Nederland doortrekken, omvat Noorwegen, Zweden, Finland en Rusland ten
noorden van de 60ste breedtegraad, oostwaarts tot aan het Oeralgebergte.

4. De mannetjes die op de herfsttrek Nederland passeren, ruien waarschijn
lijk in noordelijk Europa overal waar zij een geschikte plaats vinden. De
wijfjes ruien waarschijnlijk voornamelijk op de broedplaatsen.

5. Van begin september tot eind october of begin november onderbreken
zeer grote aantallen Wintertalingen hun herfsttrek in het Deense, Duitse en
Nederlandse Waddengebied en de omgeving van het IJsselmeer. Dit leidt
tot een zeer sterke toename van Wintertalingen in dit gebied. Deze toename is
hoogstens voor een gering deel het gevolg van het samenkomen van een
brede trekstroom.

6. Het winterkwartier van de Wintertalingen die op de herfsttrek Nederland
passeren, omvat Ierland, Groot-Britannie, Nederland, Belgie, Frankrijk,
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Spanje, Portugal, het noordwestelijke deel van Afrika en Noord-Italie. In het
tweede en de volgende jaren na het ringen neemt het aantal dieren dat in
Frankrijk overwintert sneller af dan dat in Groot-Britannie overwintert; dit
is waarschijnlijk te wijten aan een groter afschot in Frankrijk.

7. De Wintertalingen die, vooral in augustus en september, in Noord
Nederland doortrekken, komen uit de zuidwestelijke helft van het broedgebied
en overwinteren voornamelijk op de Britse eilanden. De dieren die, vooral in
november en december, in Zuid-Nederland doortrekken, komen uit de noord
oostelijke helft van het broedgebied en overwinteren op het vasteland vanaf
Zuid-Nederland tot in Noord-Afrika. Dit verschil blijft ook in latere jaren
bestaan. In Midden-Nederland kan men deze groepen niet goed onderscheiden.

8. Trek in westelijke en zuidelijke richtingen wordt nog in februari waar
genomen. Deze is afhankelijk van de weersgesteldheid en neemt vaak de vorm
aan van "rushes". De correlatie tussen de gemiddelde geografische posities
van de terugmeldingen per maand en de gemiddelde temperatuur per maand
is slechts zwak. Een duidelijke negatieve correlatie bestaat tussen de gemiddelde
geografische breedte per maand en het aantal ijsdagen (= dagen waarop de
temperatuur niet boven 0° C komt) per maand. Bij toenemende vorst trekken
de Wintertalingen dus verder naar het zuiden.

9. In hun eerste jaar, zowel als in volgende jaren, komen in Nederland en
in de Camargue de mannetjes tijdens de herfsttrek gemiddeld eerder aan
dan de wijfjes.

10. In Nederland geboren Wintertalingen trekken in hun eerste winter,
althans gedeeltelijk, naar Engeland en Frankrijk. De adulte dieren gedragen
zich mogelijk als standvogels. .


